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MONARCHY AND DEMOCRACY IN NEPAL 

 

1. Nepal was a Hindu kingdom in the past and then a 

constitutional monarchy in Ole modern penod tor many years. 

 

2. King had a control over the people of the Nepal through Army. 

 

3. Throughout this period. the political parties and common 

people wanted to establish democracy, but the king retained 

tull control with the help of army and restricted expansion or 

democracy. 

 

4. The king accepted new democratic constitution in 1990 due. 

To pro-democracy movement. 

 

5. Due to triangular conflict ot monarchists, democrats and 

Maoists, king abolished the parliament in 2002. 

 

6. A massive countrywide pro-democracy protest took place in 

2006 and achieved first major victory to force king to restore 

the House 0T Representatives & still working on Democracy. 

 

7. But Nepal  transition to democracy is not complete. It is 

moving towards the framing of constituent assembly to 

France and its constitution. 

 



 

 

 

ETHNIC CONFLICT AND DEMOCRACY IN SRI LANKA 

 

1. Sri Lanka (Ceylon)got Idependence in 1948 & retained 

democracy.  

 

2. The main problem of Sri Lanka is community & Controversy is 

regarding Tamils that belongs to India. 

 

3. Sri Lankan community is called 'Sinhala' & Indian community 

is called Tamils. 

 

4. Sinhala community doesn't like Tamils & no concession 

should be given to Tamils Because Sri Lanka belongs to 

Sinhala's. 

 

5. Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) has been fighting 

with the army of Sri Lanka and demanding a separate country 

for the Tamils of Sri Lanka. 

 

6. When something happened wrong there with Tamils, then 

Indian Tamils creates pressure on our Govt. 

7. The government of India has to negotiate with the Sri Lankan 

government on the Tamil question. 

 

8. In 1987, Indian Govt. sent army for making peace. 

 

9. But people of Sri Lanka thought that Indiana Govt. is 

interfering in their matter. 



 

10. In 1989, Army had to order to come back. 

 

11. Despite the revenges of internal conflict Sri Lanka has 

maintained democratic political system and registered 

considerable economic growth and high level of human 

development. 

 

12. Sri Lanka successfully control on the rate of growth of 

population & has highest GDP growth for many years. 

 

13. Norway and Iceland negotiated Between India & Sri 

Lanka. 

 


